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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit .
You have been investigating an issue with your Cisco UCS blade
booting
from remote Fibre Channel storage . Upon iinspection . you see
the output in the exhibit .
Which two statements are true ?(Choose two)
A. FC_ID 0x5e01ef is that of the MDS or Cisco Nexus 5000 Series
Switch
B. FC_ID 0x5e003c is that of the HBA
C. FC_ID 0x5e01ef is that of the storage array
D. FC_ID 0x5e003c is that of the storage array
E. FC_ID 0x5e003c is that of the MDS or Cisco Nexus 5000 Series
Switch

Answer: B,C
Explanation:
Explanation:
https://nicholasgerasimatos.wordpress.com/2014/01/10/cisco-ucsboot-from- santroubleshootin g/

NEW QUESTION: 2
While configuring Workforce Compensation Plan, you specify
Performance Rating date in Plan Cycle as the same in multiple
plans.
What will happen when the manager updates a compensation
performance rating in the worksheet of one plan? (Choose the
best answer.)
A. The rating will be available to all plans that are currently
active.
B. The rating will be available to all plans with the same
Performance Rating date in Plan Cycle.
C. The rating will be available to only the plan where it is
updated.
D. The rating will be available to only the plans where the
same manager is involved.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
A FotliGate has the following LDAP configuration
On the Windows LDAP server 10.0.1.10, the administrator used
dsqueryT which returned the following output:
&gt;dsquery user -samid admin*
"CN=AdministratorrCN=UsersiDC=trainingAD;DC=trainingiDC=lab"
According to the output, which FortiGate LDAP setting is
configured incorrectly?
A. Odn
B. OsAMAccountName
C. username
D. Ocnid
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
How do you enable stage configuration changes to become
effective after a workflow has been initiated?
A. Activate the Path Override Assignment Type indicator.
B. Activate the Runtime Configuration Changes OK indicator.
C. Activate the Path Reval New Role (Revaluation) indicator.
D. Activate the Path Reroute indicator.
Answer: B
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